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Abstract: The impact of tides on the Bay of Biscay dynamics is investigated by means of an ocean
model twin-experiment, consisted of two simulations with and without tidal forcing. The study is
based on a high-resolution (1/36◦ ) regional configuration of NEMO (Nucleus for European Modelling
of the Ocean) performing one-year simulations. The results highlight the imprint of tides on the
thermohaline properties and circulation patterns in three distinct dynamical areas in the model
domain: the abyssal plain, the Armorican shelf and the English Channel. When tides are activated,
the bottom stress is increased in the shelf areas by about two orders of magnitude with respect to
the open ocean, subsequently enhancing vertical mixing and weakening stratification in the bottom
boundary layer. The most prominent feature reproduced only when tides are modelled, is the Ushant
front near the entrance of the English Channel. Tides appear also to constrain the freshwater transport
of rivers from the continental shelf to the open ocean. The spectral analysis revealed that the tidal
forcing contributes to the SSH variance at high frequencies near the semidiurnal band and to the
open ocean mesoscale and small-scale features in the presence of summer stratification pattern.
Keywords: ocean modelling; tides; vertical mixing; energy spectra; NEMO; bay of biscay

1. Introduction
Tides are a key physical process for understanding and modelling the 3D ocean circulation,
especially in shelf seas and near the coast. Tidal forcing contributes substantially to the simulation
of mixing and transport through different mechanisms such as nonlinear interactions between tidal
currents and the general circulation, mixing induced by internal tides and energy dissipation through
bottom friction (see, e.g., in [1–4]). The authors of [5] suggest that the inclusion of tides in global ocean
models allows a better representation of processes at regional scales. Moreover, barotropic tide models
are often used to calibrate observations derived from altimetry missions (see, e.g., in [6]). There are
two common approaches to include tides in the ocean model simulations: either with direct simulation
or parameterisation. In this work, we examine the prospects of the first method through the study of
the impact of tides on a regional ocean model from a dynamical point of view.
The Bay of Biscay, located in the northeast Atlantic Ocean, is a semi-enclosed sea supporting a
large number of human activities that include fisheries, shellfish farming, shipping and oil transport.
Beyond its social-economic interest, the Bay of Biscay is characterised by a variety of physical
and hydrographical properties [7] constrained by a complex topography, i.e., varying width of the
continental shelf from south to north, a steep continental slope, canyons and the abyssal plain with
typical depths of ~4500 m. The most intense circulation patterns in this region are explained by coastal
density-driven flows controlled by tidal dynamics over the continental shelf [8,9], a slope current along
the northern Spanish coast and over the Armorican shelf break with seasonal reversals [10–12] and
several long-lived anticyclonic eddies in the open-ocean [13,14]. Moreover, the cross-shelf exchanges
documented in the area regulate the interaction of the continental shelf and the deep ocean [15–18].
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Tides in the Bay of Biscay are highly energetic [8,9] and the region is notably known for being one
of the major generation spots of internal tidal waves [19]. The interaction of barotropic tidal currents
with the steep slopes at the shelf break generates internal tides of large amplitude during periods
of intense seasonal thermocline, propagating from the shelf break towards the shelf and the abyssal
plain [20–23]. The known sites for the generation of internal tides in the Bay of Biscay is the Armorican
shelf break around 47◦ N [23] and along the West-Iberian continental slope [22]. A large fraction of
these waves dissipate locally in shallow areas [24] through wave breaking, enhancing mixing along the
continental shelf break. The interaction of tidal currents with the bottom topography is also responsible
for the formation of seasonal thermal fronts in the Bay of Biscay, such as the Ushant front [12,25,26].
The Ushant front is the most significant tidal front in the study area shaping the circulation in the
English Channel and associated with ecosystem dynamics (see, e.g., in [27]).
There have been several studies investigating the location and the dynamics of frontal activity in
the Northwest European shelf [28–32]. The authors of [33] are the first to study the physical mechanisms
related to the generation of tidal fronts in coastal regions, proposing a criterion for the occurrence of
fronts. They showed that tidal fronts are observed in areas of intense tidal mixing (i.e., weakening of
the stratification) where there is also buoyancy gain in the ocean led by thermal fluxes (i.e., enhancing
the stratification). The balanced interaction between these two mechanisms leads to a temperature
contrast between the well-mixed waters on one side of the front and stratified waters on the other side
of the front. According to the work in [33], the location of a tidal front can be identified by calculating
a parameter known as the Simpson–Hunter (SH) parameter, taking under account the depth and the
averaged velocity of the water column.
In this study, we investigate the impact of barotropic tides (and their baroclinic effect) on the
Bay of Biscay dynamics, using a high-resolution (1/36◦ ) regional configuration. We compare the
results from a twin-experiment based on two ocean model simulations, with and without tidal forcing.
The main objective is to quantitatively assess the dynamical changes brought by tides in a wide range
of spatio-temporal scales, both in the open ocean and on the shelves. The paper is organised as follows.
Section 2 presents the numerical model set-up, the experimental design and methodology. Section 3
provides a quantitative assessment of the thermohaline properties and the dynamical aspects of tides
in the Bay of Biscay using also spectral analysis. Finally, Section 4 gives the concluding remarks of the
present study.
2. Ocean Model Simulations and Methodology
2.1. Numerical Model and Set-Up
A regional configuration of the Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean (NEMO; http:
//www.nemo-ocean.eu/ [34]) has been used with a 1/36◦ horizontal resolution and 50 vertical levels.
The model domain is a subgrid of the Iberian–Biscay–Irish (IBI) model [35,36], inherited from earlier
studies [37,38], and extends between 11◦ to 0.26◦ W in longitude and 41◦ to 51.5◦ N in latitude
including the Bay of Biscay and the western part of the English Channel (Figure 1). The bathymetry
was constructed using GEBCO 08 data-set (30 arc-second resolution; http://www.gebco.net) and
regional bathymetries [35]. For more technical details and for the validation of this configuration the
reader is referred to [35].
The meteorological fields were provided from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) atmospheric operational model analysis, with a 0.25◦ horizontal resolution and
3 h time interval. The fields include the 10-m wind velocity, 2 m air temperature and relative humidity,
downwelling long and shortwave radiation and atmospheric pressure. The wind stress and the
surface fluxes were estimated using the bulk formula of [39]. The initial state and the open boundary
conditions were provided by the daily outputs of the Mercator Ocean operational system named
PSY2v3 (1/12◦ ). The river runoffs are based on daily discharges (https://wwz.ifremer.fr/) at three
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sites of major rivers, namely, the Loire (2.19◦ W, 47.27◦ N), Gironde (0.73◦ E, 45.26◦ N) and Adour
(1.52◦ E, 43.53◦ N).
Tides are included in the model by calculating the astronomical tidal potential and the tidal
harmonic forcing in the open boundaries. The tidal forcing in the boundaries was provided by the
TPXO 7.1 global tide model [40] as the sum of 11 constituents: (a) diurnal constituents (K1, O1, P1 and
Q1), (b) semi-diurnal constituents (M2, S2, N2 and K2), (c) long-period-tides (Mf and Mm) and (d)
a nonlinear constituent M4 (compound tides). An important ocean model parameterisation related to
tides, especially in the shallow macrotidal shelf regions of the present configuration, was the calculation
of a quadratic bottom drag coefficient using a logarithmic formulation, considering also the bottom
roughness (important over the shelves) [35].
The bottom drag is estimated online, calculating the water column dynamical variations in the
lowest bottom cell thickness (i.e., the partial cells). The latter parameterisation allowed for a more
realistic representation of the bottom stress, as opposed to other non-dynamical parametrizations
(e.g., constant values or formulation of the bottom drag), taking under account the interplay between
vertical shear, stretching of the water column and mixing in the model. The vertical mixing is based on
the Generic Length Scale (GLS) turbulent closure scheme. We used the k-epsilon parameterisation and
the Canuto type A stability functions [41,42]. The scheme is based on the prognostic transport equations
of the turbulent kinetic energy and the generic length scale, for the production of turbulence by shear
and buoyancy, using a Neumann boundary condition. Away from the boundaries, the background
viscosity and diffusivity were limited using a Galperin coefficient at 0.267 for the dissipation rate and a
minimum background of turbulent kinetic energy at 10−6 m2 s−2 . These model parameterisations have
also been used in [35] in the IBI domain. Finally, an inverse barometer signal was also added to the sea
level at open boundaries.

Figure 1. Bathymetry of the Bay of Biscay configuration in meters. The red box and dots depict the area and
stations calculating model diagnostics. The black lines represent the 100, 200 and 1000 m isobaths.

2.2. Design of the Twin-Experiment
We carried out a twin-experiment consisting of two simulations: (a) one with a tidal forcing
(hereafter, tides-on: TON) and (b) one without tidal forcing (hereafter, tides-off: TOFF) for a period
of one year from July 2011 to June 2012. The tidal motion in the TON experiment is induced in the
model by both tidal potential and open boundary conditions. Other than that, the two simulations
have identical atmospheric forcing, initial conditions, and the slow components of open boundary
conditions of the thermohaline properties and velocities. We note that both simulations have identical
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model set-up for the bottom drag coefficient and the vertical mixing scheme, with the only difference
being the vertical velocity shear and the stretching of the water column, when tides are activated in
the model. The prognostic model variables are stored at hourly intervals for both simulations to assess
the high-frequency motions due to tides.
2.3. Methodology
As a first step, we analysed model outputs from the TON and TOFF simulations, comparing the
model prognostic variables and other diagnostics, such as the relative vorticity, the flow divergence
and the Brunt-Väisälä frequency, between the two simulations. In a second step, we performed spectral
analysis both in frequency and wavenumber domain to quantitatively assess the impact of tides on the
spectral characteristics of the Bay of Biscay dynamics.
A quantification of the water column structure can be provided by the Brunt-Väisälä frequency
N 2 , computed by the polynomial expression of [43] as follows,
N 2 ( T, S) = −

g ∂ρ
∂T
∂S
≈ gα
− gβ
ρ ∂z
∂z
∂z

(1)

where a is the thermal expansion coefficient; b is the haline contraction coefficient; g is the gravity field;
T and S are the potential temperature and salinity profiles, respectively; and z is the depth. For the
calculation of the Brunt-Väisälä, the relative vorticity ζ = (v x − uy ) and flow divergence σ = (u x + vy )
diagnostics, we used the CDFTTOOLS package (https://github.com/meom-group/CDFTOOLS).
A Fast Fourier Transform analysis for the Sea Surface Height (SSH) variance was performed to
estimate the energy spectrum as a function of frequency. A Welch filter [44] and a temporal Hanning
window of approximately 2 days was applied to hourly segments, to remove noise and highlight the
dominant spectral peaks. The calculations were performed for the two simulations and over typical
locations shown in Figure 1, i.e., stations depicted with red dots in the abyssal plain, Armorican shelf
and the English Channel.
The energy associated with motions of different spatial scales was quantified using a wavenumber
spectral analysis. We used the pyspec package (https://github.com/pyspec/pyspec) to estimate the
horizontal isotropic wavenumber spectrum [45] from the model hourly fields in a subdomain spanning
the abyssal plain 6.1◦ –10.1◦ W, 44.4◦ –47.2◦ N (Figure 1; red box). The selected subdomain includes
spatially homogeneous ocean circulation patterns constrained in the abyssal plain by the continental
slope. The spectral method incorporates a two-dimensional Discrete Fourier Transform, applying
also a spatial smoothing Hanning window of an order of 3 km and removing the spatial averages.
The spectrum was azimuthally averaged per wavenumber [45].
As proposed in [33], we also calculated the tidal mixing parameter (referred as the Simpson–Hunter
parameter; hereafter SH) to identify the location of tidal fronts and intense tidal mixing:
SH = log10 (h/U 3 )

(2)

where h is the water depth in meters and U is the depth-averaged tidal velocity in m/s. According to
the authors of [33], the fronts should be located in areas with a critical SH parameter value. These SH
values can be used to identify specific areas of intense tidal mixing. By definition, the SH parameter is
estimated when tides are included in the model (i.e., here the TON simulation). When SH values are
small, there is a homogenisation of the water column, in particular in regions dominated by strong tidal
currents [28]. For the Northwest European shelf, and specifically in the English Channel, the critical
SH values reported in the literature [29,30] are between 2.7 and 3.0. In the results section, the SH
parameter computed over the summer period is also compared to the temperature difference between
surface and bottom waters (i.e., ∆T = Tsur f ace − Tbottom ), to highlight areas of intense tidal mixing.
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3. Results
In this section, we investigate the impact of tidal forcing on the Bay of Biscay by comparing the
results of the two model simulations (TON and TOFF). We consider the differences in the thermohaline
properties, the circulation patterns and the evolution of the stratification in different areas of the
domain. Finally, we perform spectral analysis of the SSH evolution, in order to identify the impact of
tides on the energy distribution at different time and spatial scales.
As an illustration of the tidal forcing applied in the TON simulation (and excluded from the TOFF
simulation), we present in Figure 2 the amplitude and phase of M2 and M4 tidal constituents. M2 is
the major tidal constituent in the Northeast Atlantic Ocean with amplitudes exceeding 3 m in the
domain (Figure 2a). M4 is a principal quarter-diurnal compound tide generated from the interaction
of M2 with itself. The M4 amplitude is more significant over the continental shelf than the abyssal
plain, with maximum amplitudes localised in the Armorican shelf and the English Channel (Figure 2b).
The tidal map of M4 shows two amphidromic points (zero amplitude) located in the English Channel
as described by [46].

Figure 2. Amplitude in meters (colour) and phase (black lines; amphidromic points: zero amplitude)
of modelled (a) M2 and (b) M4 tidal constituent.

3.1. Distribution of Thermohaline Properties
Figures 3–5 present the observational data OSTIA [47] and the modelled Sea Surface Temperature
(SST) and Salinity (SSS), respectively. The data and model results are illustrated for two representative
days at the end of summer (upper panels) and in mid-winter (lower panels). In Figures 4 and 5,
the left panels correspond to the TON simulation, the middle panels to the TOFF simulation and
the right panels to their difference “TON minus TOFF”. In summer, both simulations reproduce the
characteristic “warm pool” in the southeastern corner of the Bay of Biscay (Figure 4a,b), with SST
values exceeding 20 ◦ C verified also by the OSTIA-SST satellite observations (Figure 3a). During the
same period and over the Celtic and Armorican shelves, we observe the Ushant tidal front at the
entrance of the English Channel (48.2◦ N, 5.6◦ W) in the OSTIA-SST dataset and only in the realistic
TON simulation; we observe cold waters at about 15◦ C in the vicinity near the coasts and warmer
waters outside the front (Figures 3a and 4a). During winter, there is a marked spatial variability in
hydrography with warmer and generally saltier waters in the open ocean compared with the shelves
(i.e., by approximately 12–13 ◦ C and 35.6–35.8; Figures 3b, 4d and 5d). A thermal front observed in the
OSTIA-SST and in both simulations during winter, separates the coastal cold waters (i.e., values do not
exceed 10 ◦ C) of the Armorican shelf influenced by the river plumes, with the open ocean warm waters.
The same period, in the abyssal plain, we observe the presence of coherent eddies and filaments in both
simulations, leaving a clear imprint of the circulation pattern on the SST and SSS fields (Figures 4d,e
and 5d,e) in contrast with the smoothed OSTIA fields (Figure 3b). When we validate the model with
in situ observations at the Channel Lightship station (49.9◦ N 2.9◦ W; https://marine.copernicus.eu;
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Figure S1), we find that the TON simulation has smaller Mean Absolute Error (MAE) at about 0.59 ◦ C
over the simulation period, as opposed to the TOFF experiment with MAE 0.85 ◦ C.

Figure 3. Sea surface temperature (◦ C) from OSTIA L4 satellite observations on (a) 28 September 2011
and (b) 24 February 2012.

Differences in SST between TON and TOFF simulations suggest that the addition of tidal forcing
produces high spatial changes of SST locally exceeding 1 ◦ C (Figure 4c,f). The tidal forcing contribution
to the SST fields is different in the two periods. For example, during summer, the SST is colder when
tides are activated, while the opposite is true during the winter period (Figure 4c,f). In summer,
the SST is colder in TON compared with the TOFF simulation in the English Channel, the shelves
(near the continental shelf break at approximately 47◦ N) and in the Spanish continental slope at
approximately 43.5◦ N (Figure 4c). The largest temperature differences are locally observed in the
position of the Ushant front, which is formed only in the TON simulation (Figure 4a–c). The latter
result is of substantial importance as oceanic fronts play a key role in the circulation of shelf seas which
are regions of intense biological activity. Another finding is that the northern coast of the English
Channel has warmer SSTs than the rest of the Channel when tides are activated, which can affect the
ocean model’s skill to represent the SST compared to satellite observations (cf. [48]).
Examining the differences in winter, the SST is warmer when tides are activated, notably in the
English Channel and in the largest part of the abyssal plain (Figure 4f). In the Armorican shelf, we
observe small-scale contrasting positive–negative SST fields for the difference “TON minus TOFF”
(i.e., differences up to 1 ◦ C), attributed on the frontal displacement of the river plumes. The latter
is also in agreement with the coastal SSS fields modulated by the river plumes (Figure 5f). In the
same area, along the continental slope at about 4◦ W to 9◦ W, the SST appears to be colder in the
simulation with tides than without tides. This SST cooling is less intense compared with values
observed during summer (Figure 4c). This cooling is most likely associated with internal tides breaking
in the continental slope and subsequently enhancing mixing in the shelves, bringing cold bottom
waters on the surface (cf. also [21]).
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Figure 4. Sea surface temperature (◦ C) on (a–c) 28 September 2011 and (d–f) 24 February 2012 for
tides-on (TON) and tides-off (TOFF), and their difference “TON minus TOFF”, respectively. The black
line indicates the 200-m isobath, which delimits the shelf break.

Figure 5. Same as Figure 4 for the sea surface salinity.

In Figure 5c,f, we present the differences in SSS between the two simulations and the two periods.
The greatest differences are observed in the English Channel (i.e., greater than 0.6), most notably in the
entrance of the Channel (near 48.5◦ N, 4◦ W). This is possibly explained by the fact that the Ushant
front acts as a barrier to the intrusion of low salinity waters (i.e., values < 35.2; cf. [49]), originated
from the Loire and Gironde rivers. We note that the SSS increases (in both periods) in the English
Channel when tides are activated, in contrast to SST which only increases in the TON simulation
and only during the winter. The rivers freshwater transport from the shelves to the open ocean is
constrained when tides are activated in the model simulation, probably due to changes in stratification
and mixing (discussed in Section 3.3). This pattern is observed during summer, when occurring high
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salinity differences (i.e., values up to 0.6) in the transition area of the Landes Plateau at approximately
44.5◦ N, 3.5◦ W (Figure 5c).
Figure 6a,b shows the temperature difference between the surface and bottom waters during
summer for the TON and TOFF simulations. As shown in Figure 6a, the English Channel is an area
characterised by intense tidal mixing, illustrated by ∆T with values lower than 0.5 ◦ C. The location
of the Ushant front can be identified by the ∆T isotherm of 0.5 ◦ C (Figure 6a; black line) and the area
spanned by the 2.7 and 3.0 contours of the Simpson–Hunter parameter (Figure 6a; magenta lines).
In the simulation without tides, ∆T has greater values than the 0.5 ◦ C threshold (e.g., up to 7 ◦ C)
confirming the absence of fronts in the area (Figure 6b). Figure 6c presents the longitudinal cross
section of the water column temperature near the entrance of the English Channel. The cross section
was selected in the area where the ∆T isotherm of 0.5 ◦ C and the SH contours are collocated, denoting
the presence of the Ushant tidal front (Figure 6a). We observe a homogenisation of the water column
east of 5.4◦ W (Figure 6c). On the contrary, in the simulation without tides, we observe a well-formed
seasonal thermocline at approximately 40 m depth (Figure 6d).

Figure 6. (a,b) Surface minus bottom temperature on 28 September 2011 for TON and TOFF in a zoom
area near the entrance of the English Channel. (c,d) Vertical cross sections of temperature along green
lines shown in subplots (a,b). The magenta lines in subplot (a) present the values of Simpson–Hunter
parameter for the contours of 2.7 (solid) and 3.0 (dashed) respectively, and the solid black line the
contour of ∆T = 0.5 ◦ C.

3.2. Relative Vorticity and Divergence
In this section, we investigate the relative vorticity and surface divergence fields to assess the
dynamical impact of tides on the Bay of Biscay mesoscale activity. In Figure 7, we depict the relative
vorticity, with and without tides, for the same dates as in the SST and SSS fields. As expected, during
winter, we observe in both simulations more intense circulation patterns in the abyssal plain compared
with the summer circulation, attributed to coherent and more energetic eddies and vortices constrained
in the abyssal plain by the continental slope.
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Figure 7. Surface relative vorticity (s−1 ) for (a,b) 28 September 2011 and (c,d) 24 February 2012. Panels
(a,c) correspond to the TON simulation and panels (b,d) to the TOFF simulation respectively.

Near the shelf break and only during summer in the TON simulation, there is a crest-through
signal of internal tides propagation in the Armorican and Celtic shelves at approximately
47◦ –48◦ N 5◦ –7◦ W (Figure 7a). During winter, when tides are activated, the relative vorticity fields
present small-scale structures, especially in the Armorican shelf near the coasts and the Loire and
Gironde river discharges (Figure 7c).
During summer, when tides are included in the simulation, there is a marked increase in relative
vorticity over the Armorican and Celtic shelves at approximately 47◦ –48◦ N and 4◦ –8◦ W, compared
with the TOFF simulation (Figure 7b). On the other hand, during the same period, the relative
vorticity is decreased in the northern part of the English Channel in the presence of tidal forcing
(Figure 7a,b). During winter, there are evidences of small-scale vortices over the Armorican shelf in
Figure 7d (TOFF simulation), confirmed also previously by the winter temperature and salinity fields
(cf. Figures 4e and 5e). In the same period over the abyssal plain, we observe an increase of mesoscale
activity southern to the shelf break in the TON simulation, i.e., 47◦ N, 7◦ W, near the generation area
of internal tides (Figure 7c,d). Overall, when tides are included, small-scale and mesoscale activity
weakens on the shelves during both periods and increases in the open-ocean, notably southern to the
shelf break and during summer when stratification is strong.
In this study, we depict also the summer divergence of the surface circulation for the TON
experiment, as a means to investigate the dynamics of internal tides in our model domain (Figure 8).
There are evidences of spatial patterns with positive/negative values of divergence flow, denoting
the vertical variations in the water column as a result of internal tides. We note that, in the TOFF
experiment, this divergence pattern is totally absent (i.e., lower values at about two orders of magnitude
compared with the TON simulation; not shown). In more detail, we observe high values of divergence
flow along the continental shelf slope, most notably at 47◦ –48◦ N, 4◦ –8◦ W and in agreement with
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the literature, characterised as a hot spot area of internal tides generation, due to the interaction
of barotropic tides with the steep slope [20–23]. In addition, we observe a crest-through signal of
divergence flow (more apparent compared with vorticity) gradually reducing its signal as we move
away from the continental slope. The signal over the Armorican shelf dissipates near the coastal
regions and in the English Channel near the location of the Ushant front.

Figure 8. Surface divergence of the horizontal flow (s−1 ) on 28 September 2011 for the TON simulation.
The divergence for the TOFF experiment is two orders of magnitude smaller; not shown.

3.3. Vertical Stratification
We calculate the Brunt-Väisälä frequency N 2 (Equation (1)), using the daily modelled profiles
of potential temperature and salinity at selected stations depicted in Figure 1, to quantify the impact
of tides on the vertical stratification. Figure 9 shows Hovmöller plots of the Brunt-Väisälä frequency
for the Armorican shelf and the English Channel stations, respectively. The impact of tides on the
vertical stratification of the abyssal plain is negligible (except locally near the continental shelf break)
and therefore, not shown here for the two simulations.

Figure 9. Hovmöller plots of the Brunt-Väisälä frequency (s−2 ) calculated for (a,c) the TON and
(b,d) TOFF daily model outputs. The upper panels correspond to the Armorican shelf station and the
lower panels to the English Channel station.
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During winter we observe near-zero values for the Brunt-Väisälä frequency in both simulations,
indicating strong mixing due to surface heat loss over the shelves and nearly homogenous conditions in
the water column structure (Figure 9; white areas between December and March). The most prominent
differences in the Brunt-Väisälä frequency between the two simulations are observed in summer and
during transition periods (i.e., spring/fall), when there is a strong stratification due to the thermocline
shoaling. The changes brought by tides in the water column are visible in the Armorican shelf at
depths below the seasonal thermocline and down to the seabed, and in the English Channel over the
whole water column.
The stratification in the Armorican shelf below the seasonal thermocline, i.e., from 20 to 50 m
depth, shows high variations and appears to be weaker when tidal forcing is activated, compared with
the smoother vertical profiles and the stronger stratification when tides are excluded (Figure 9a,b).
An interesting remark, is that when tides are activated in the model, the vertical stratification in
the English Channel vanishes (almost) completely during the transition periods and in summer, as
opposed to the simulation without tides (cf. lack of dark blue colour in Figure 9c against Figure 9d).
The mechanism controlling the changes in the vertical stratification over the shelves is associated
with the bottom Ekman flow pattern. In the presence of tides, the bottom stress (and its coefficient)
is increased, leading to an increase in the vertical velocity shear and mixing in the shelf areas of the
English Channel dominated by strong tidal currents. In order to quantify this impact, we calculated the
bottom stress when tides were activated and we found an increase by about one order of magnitude
larger in the Armorican shelf (i.e., values up to 0.1 N/m2 ) and two orders of magnitude larger in the
English Channel (i.e., values up to 1 N/m2 ).
3.4. Spectral Signatures of Tides
In this section, we quantify the impact of high-frequency spatiotemporal tidal signals by means
of frequency and wavenumber energy spectra, using the hourly NEMO model output and examining
different regions in the Bay of Biscay.
Figure 10a,b shows the hourly modelled SSH variations of the TON and TOFF simulations at three
locations presented in Figure 1. When tides are included, the SSH variations exhibit fortnightly
spring-neap consecutive tidal cycles (Figure 10a). This is observed in all three areas, with SSH
variations being higher in the macrotidal area of the English Channel, followed by the Armorican
shelf and the abyssal plain where the smallest variations are observed. When tidal forcing is included
in the simulation, the SSH variations increase by about one order of magnitude in all three locations
(Figure 10b). We also note that the SSH variations of the TOFF simulation are different from the SSH
detided variations in the TON simulation (Figure 10c). This is due to the strong interaction between
barotropic tides and dynamical processes controlled by mesoscale and small-scale activity, leaving
a residual signal in SSH.
The power spectral density of the SSH hourly variations (Figure 10a,b) in the frequency domain
is shown in Figure 11, for both simulations and seasons and the three locations discussed above.
The energy spectra for both seasons present many similarities (Figure 11a,b), with slightly more energy
during winter for the low and semidiurnal frequency bands. Both simulations, with and without tides,
have similar energy spectra values at low frequencies (i.e., frequencies smaller than 0.4 cpd—cycles per
day). The most important differences between the two simulations, are observed for higher frequencies
than 0.4 cpd, where energy spectra are significantly decreased, showing a steeper spectral slope,
when tides are not modelled. The energy spectra of the TON simulation (solid lines in Figure 11a,b)
exhibit large peaks at diurnal and semidiurnal frequency bands, at about 1 and 2 cpd, respectively, as a
result of the tidal constituents modelled in this simulation. The semidiurnal peaks at 2 cpd appear to
have more energy spectra than the diurnal peaks at 1 cpd, in all three locations. This is because the M2
is the main tidal constituent in the Northeastern Atlantic, with large tidal amplitudes (cf. Figure 2).
In the high-frequency range (i.e., frequencies larger than 3 cpd), smaller peaks are observed including
also the M4 tidal constituent at frequencies near the 4 cpd. As expected, in most cases the English
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Channel (black line in Figure 11) appears to be the more energetic area compared with the other two
areas. For the higher frequencies, the Armorican shelf (orange line in Figure 11) appears also to be
tidal energetic, especially in periods with strong stratification (Figure 11a).

Figure 10. Hourly model variations of SSH in (a) TON and (b) TOFF simulations, for the investigated
period from end-summer to mid-winter. The blue line corresponds to the abyssal plain, the red to the
Armorican shelf and the black to the English Channel, typical locations showed in Figure 1; (c) daily
averaged SSH model variations of the TOFF simulation (grey line) and the detided output results of
the TON simulation (green line). The inverse barometer has been removed from the model outputs.

Figure 11. Power spectral density of SSH computed from hourly model outputs on the abyssal plain
(blue), the Armorican shelf (red) and the English Channel (black) for (a) summer and (b) winter.
Solid lines correspond to the TON and dashed lines to the TOFF simulation. The modelled tidal
constituents are also denoted (from lower to higher frequencies: Mm, Mf, Q1, O1, P1, K1, N2, M2, S2,
K2 and M4).

In addition, we investigate the dynamical impact of tides at different spatial scales, performing
wavenumber spectral analysis in the abyssal plain (red box area in Figure 1). Figure 12 shows the
wavenumber power spectral density computed from hourly SSH and relative vorticity fields, averaged
over the summer and winter periods.
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Figure 12. Wavenumber power spectra computed from hourly modelled outputs of (a) SSH and (b)
relative vorticity in the spatial area shown in Figure 1, for the TON (solid lines) and TOFF (dashed
lines) simulations. Spectra are averaged for the summer (red lines) and winter (black lines) periods.

When tides are included, the SSH spectra slope appears to be steeper during winter compared
with summer, i.e., higher energy values at large-scale and lower energy values at the mesoscale and
small-scale (Figure 12a; solid red/black lines). This is because, during summer when stratification is
strong, the tidal forcing appears to contribute energetically on a wider range of spatial scales, from
the large to mesoscale and small-scale. When tides are not considered in the simulation, the most
prominent spectra differences between the two seasons are observed at the mesoscale and small-scale,
by about two orders of magnitudes, with the summer values being the smallest ones (Figure 12a;
dashed red/black lines). The spectral slope during winter when stratification is weak and is not affected
by the presence (or not) of tides at the mesoscale and small-scale (Figure 12a; black solid/dashed lines).
During winter, the relative vorticity spectra appear almost always with more energy compared
with its summer values, remaining unchanged by the simulation (or not) of tides (Figure 12b; red/black
lines). The latter remark was also verified by the vorticity maps shown in Figure 7 and discussed in
Section 3.2. On the other hand, during summer and including tides, there is a marked increase in energy
spectra at the mesoscale, with a peak at a range of approximately 70–80 km wavelengths (Figure 12b;
solid red line). This finding is explained by the M2 tidal constituent triggering the generation of
internal tides and their baroclinic effect on mesoscale activity in the abyssal plain (cf. also [23]).
4. Concluding Remarks
Our results showed that the tidal forcing greatly influences the spatial variability of the SST
over the shelves, mostly in shallow macrotidal areas such as the English Channel, and especially in
summer and during transition periods when the stratification is strong. At the basin scale, the tidal
mixing tends to cool the SSTs during summer, while it tends to increase surface temperatures during
winter. The most notable differences were observed locally in the English Channel and especially near
the location of the Ushant tidal front, which is only formed when tides are activated in our model
simulation. Tides appeared also to impact SSTs by more than 1◦ C in the northeastern shelf break area
near 47◦ N, where internal tides are generated [23]. The SST cooling effect of tides was also observed
during winter over the Celtic shelf and near the freshwater fronts in the Armorican shelf.
In the numerical simulation including tides, the surface salinity was increased in the northern part
of the Armorican shelf and the English Channel, both in summer and winter. In addition, a reduced
river freshwater advection was observed in the cross-shelf area spanning the southeastern part of the
Bay of Biscay around 44◦ N, 3.5◦ W. This result highlights the role of tides on the cross-shelf transport
of water masses, between the continental shelf and the deep ocean.
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On the continental shelves, the mechanism that triggers the modifications brought by tides
is attributed to the bottom Ekman flow pattern. Our numerical simulations revealed a strong
increase of the bottom stress, subsequently enhancing vertical mixing and weakening stratification
in the presence of tides. Our analysis highlights the importance to include in this study an optimal
parameterisation of the bottom stress in areas with strong tidal forcing, greatly influencing model
performance in relation to characteristic bathymetric features (e.g., continental shelf break) and
thermohaline properties (e.g., intense frontal activity).
The spectral analysis of SSH revealed a significant imprint on both frequency and wavenumber
domains. Frequency spectra showed that tides are contributing in the Bay of Biscay energetics by two
to three orders of magnitude, at frequencies higher than 0.4 cpd with large spectral peaks observed
near the semidiurnal band at about 2 cpd. Many spectral peaks (consistent also with the frequency
of modelled tidal constituents) were also observed at super-tidal frequency bands, higher than 2 cpd
and especially locally in the English Channel, indicating an inherent difficulty of the model to predict
the tidal sea level signal. At frequencies lower than 0.4 cpd tides have a negligible impact, despite the
fact that the Mm and Mf low-frequency tidal constituents were included in our simulation.
The analysis of SSH wavenumber spectra in the abyssal plain, showed a less steep spectral slope
when tides were activated, suggesting a cascade of energy from large (basin) scale to mesoscale and
small-scale patterns. This impact of tides to increase the energetics of the mesoscale and small-scale on
the expense of large-scale patterns, was more apparent during summer than in winter. An interesting
remark for the summer period, when stratification is stronger, is that the vorticity spectral peak
was highly increased for mesoscale features with spatial scales at approximately 70–80 km. This is
associated with the dynamical impact of internal tides contributing energetically on the mesoscale in
the abyssal plain and small-scale on the shelves (cf. also [23,50]).
The findings of the present study may contribute on our future efforts to improve the
representation and parametrisation of tides in ocean models, focusing on their spectral characteristics
in a wide range of spatio-temporal scales and their mechanism on the internal tide generation in
macrotidal hot spot areas. Finally, our work could also contribute to the calibration and tuning of the
sea level tidal signal in ocean modelling frameworks and data products, based on the upcoming
wide-swath Surface Water and Ocean Topography (SWOT; https://swot.jpl.nasa.gov/) satellite
altimetry mission.
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